
Club Fan Code of Conduct

Fans are encouraged to cheer, sing, and otherwise support their
team while remaining respectful and courteous to their fellow
patrons, referees, opposing team, fans and players.
Fans enjoy the soccer experience free from fighting, *thrown
objects, attempts to enter the playing field, political or inciting
messages, and disorderly behavior- including foul, sexist, racial,
obscene or abusive language or gestures.
Fans comply with requests from stadium staff regarding stadium
policies and emergency response procedures.
Fans promptly and carefully return the ball to a stadium staff
member or the official ball kid(s) if a soccer ball enters the stands.
Alcoholic beverages are consumed in a responsible manner and
only by those of legal age.
Fans conduct themselves in a lawful manner to avoid incidents in
the stadium and in the parking lots.

Streamers are not to be used to impact the competition and/or
thrown at or toward a player, referee or stadium staff member.

 
*NOTE: The use of streamers and confetti as an expression of fan
enthusiasm is not prohibited, but will be kept under review.



Sections/Security

Location of Visiting Supporter Section - SECTION 1
Location of OCSC Supporter Section - Section 9

FIRST AID- Located underneath the videoboard at vehicle ramp.
South side of the stadium.
GUEST SERVICES- Attendants found at the main entrance,
within the merchandise booth. West side of the stadium.
STRICTLY- At no time are supporters ever allowed to enter the
opposing team’s supporters’ section.
Entering the Field of Play without proper access or credentials
will result in ejection from Championship Soccer Stadium
and/or arrest and subject to permanent ban from Championship
Soccer Stadium and other USL stadia.
Throwing objects or liquids of any kind onto the Field of Play or
at individuals will result in ejection from the stadium and/or
arrest and subject to permanent ban from Championship Soccer
Stadium and other USL stadia.



Prohibited Items

Large purses 
Coolers
Luggage of any kind
Outside food or beverage

Computer bags 
Camera bags & professional camera equipment
Any bag larger than 14"x14"x6"
Drawstring bags/cinch sacks are OK

(SEALED WATER BOTTLES/EMPTIED WATER FLASKS OK)

(WE RECOMMEND USING A CLEAR BAG)

Under the new league-wide Bag Policy, fans are prohibited from bring
the following into a stadium:



Prohibited Items

Weapons /Fireworks of any kind
Illegal drugs of any kind
Any projectile type objects
Aerosol cans or pressurized equipment
Laser Pointers
Hover Boards
Remote controlled aircraft (DRONES)
Noisemakers, Plastic Horns, Air Horns, Whistles
Pets (WITH THE EXCEPTION OF SERVICE ANIMALS)
Confetti
Beach Balls
ANY OTHER ITEMS DEEMED TO BE INAPPROPRIATE OR
DANGEROUS BY THE STADIUM STAFF/SECURITY
Anyone with an item that does not pass security measures will
be asked to either take the item back to their vehicle or dispose
of it. Bags smaller than 14” x 14” x 6” will be thoroughly searched
at the bag inspection area.

Under the new league-wide Bag Policy, fans are prohibited from bring
the following into a stadium:



Exempted Items

The following items should be considered permitted for recognized supporter groups, only
when the supporter group is in good standing with both the League and the Club, and their

behavior always conforms to venue regulations & the Fan Code of Conduct.

Drum
Flag on PVC poles (club or venue may impose limit on the pole length)
Banners or signage that meet the following criteria:

Limit to one (1)  per visiting supporter group:

Banners, flags, and signage is a privilege and should at all times support the
club, the match, or a past player or accomplishment.
Messages should not be commercial, political, offensive, or in poor taste.
Do not unreasonably obstruct the view of the spectators outside of the
supporter section, cover existing stadium signage, or present a public
hazard by blocking aisles, walkways, or stairs.
Are not glued, or secured using an adhesive of any kind.(PAINTERS TAPE OK)
Do not in any way damage the stadium walls, paint, railings, glass, or other
stadium property.
Are not constructed of wood, metal, or other materials that may cause harm
to others as determined by the venue/event management.
Cannot be used as a projectile.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

Fans may not exhibit or display obscene, indecent, political or inciting
messages. Orange County Soccer Club, Championship Soccer Stadium in
cooperation with the USL reserve the right to deny the display of any
signs, banners or flags brought into the stadium.



Exempted Items

Flags - Flags and flag poles (no flag poles longer than 6 ft. without prior
approval).
Banners - Banners cannot be commercial, offensive or in poor taste. They
cannot obstruct the view of spectators, cover existing stadium signage nor
present a public safety hazard by blocking aisles, walkways or stairs. All
banners and signs are subject to approval by Orange County Great Park for
size, content and message.
TIFO
Musical Instruments (DRUMS, TRUMPETS, COWBELLS)
Smoke - on instances pre-approved by the USL

Will not abuse the privilege
Will comply with reasonable requests
Will in some cases attend in advance for inspection of the items being
requested
That the supporter group is in Good Standing at the club

County Line Coalition Supporters enjoy the privilege of having access to items
(prohibited to others), such as:

The exemption is given on the understanding that they:

Fans may not exhibit or display obscene, indecent, political or inciting
messages. Orange County Soccer Club, Championship Soccer Stadium in
cooperation with the USL reserve the right to deny the display of any
signs, banners or flags brought into the stadium.



Alcohol Policy 

Adult fans of legal age that choose to consume alcoholic beverages will
do so in a responsible manner
Public intoxication is grounds for ejection from the stadium with no ticket
refund
Intoxicated patrons will be denied entrance to the stadium

Alcohol service ends at the 60th minute mark of the match

Stadium Map


